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Cover photo
Winning photo of a bald
eagle at Wilkes Dam in
Brantford.

Photo by Anca Gaston.

branches and saw the eagle in the Grand River
near Brant Park. 

“I noticed the female bald eagle soaring
overhead with her sharp eyes focused on the river
looking for fish. Spotting something, she quickly
began her downward dive. As she approached the
water’s surface, however, it became clear to me
that the fish had gotten away because she swiftly
changed directions, rising up from the water
before touching it,” Gaston said. 

The photo features the bald eagle in an upward
flight position, displaying its powerful talons and
spread tail feathers. Wilkes Dam and the Grand
River are visible in the background. The photo
also captures the return of bald eagles along the
Grand River.

In addition to a $500 gift certificate, Gaston
won a pair of tickets to the National Geographic
LIVE Series at Centre In The Square, Kitchener.

Beauty of Grand River watershed
captured by photo contest winners
By Lara Fox,
Communications Specialist

M
ore photos than ever before — 624 —
were submitted to the GRCA’s 2016

photo contest.

The winners are people who combine their
enjoyment of the outdoors with photography. The
judges faced some challenges because there were
many excellent submissions. The photos show the
diversity of beautiful landscapes and recreational
activities in the watershed. They are being used
on the GRCA’s website and in its publications.

Grand Prize
Anca Gaston of Brantford is an avid amateur

photographer, who enjoys capturing the natural
beauty of the Grand River area.

She shot the grand prize photograph of a bald
eagle when she was camouflaged behind tree
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The first place prize in each category was
$250 and second place was $100, also from a
local camera retailer.

River recreation
Jean Lefebvre of Waterloo, winner of the

top prize in the river recreation category, is
an avid paddler and a member of the
Waterloo Wellington Canoe and Kayak Club. 

“I like to get out and commune with
nature, but my favourite activity is canoeing.
Canoeing and photography are a great
combination of interests, as one provides
material for the other,” he said. Lefebvre
often paddles the Elora Gorge, where he can
further develop his canoeing skills.

His winning photo shows his friend,
Stephen Coutts of Guelph, poling a canoe
down the Elora Chute. 

Poling is a traditional, but now
uncommon, technique involving standing in
a canoe and using a long pole against the
riverbed to travel up or down river. 

“Stephen is the only canoe poler I know,
though I've heard rumours of another
existing somewhere in Ontario,” Lefebvre
said. “He is particularly skilled at guiding his
canoe in this unusual way. It makes for a
good photography subject.”

A photo of a hiker at Shade’s Mills Park
taken by Sigrid Rhodes of Waterloo placed
second. Rhodes is also an avid photographer
and outdoor enthusiast, who takes her
camera on outdoor adventures. 

“I once saw a white robin, but I didn’t have
my camera with me. I vowed to never leave
the house without it again. Now, I take my
camera with me everywhere, even while
kayaking,” she said.

Rhodes and her husband, Ron, buy a
Grand River Parks membership pass each
year. “We live around the corner from Laurel
Creek Park, but we love to explore other
parks, too. With our membership, we pursue
our hobbies such as bird watching,
geocaching, kayaking and cross-country
skiing,” she said. “We photograph the
trilliums in the spring, the lush green forests
in the summer, the fall colours and finally
the frozen lakes and snow in the winter.”

The prize-winning photograph was shot
on a beautiful spring day at Shade’s Mills
Park along the Toyota Way Trail.

In addition, honourable mentions in the

recreation category went to Dan Baskin for
a photo of a kayaker on the Grand River and
Christina Hollingbury for an image of a
man and a boy fishing.

Nature category winners
The GRCA was flooded with photos in

this category, and the top prize went to Sheri
Lovell of Rockwood for her photo of the
Eramosa River as it flows through Rockwood
Park. She never leaves home without her
camera. 

“My preferred focus is candid street
photography and special events,” she said.
“But when you live in such a beautiful part

Poling paddler
by Jean Lefebvre

Happy squirrel
by Brenda Lawlor

Eramosa River
by Sherri Lovell 
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of Ontario, it is hard not to take advantage of
the photo opportunities that abound here.

“I am fortunate enough to live in
Rockwood, so if I see a dramatic sky
developing, I know there will be a great
photo op, and I can zip over to the park to
try to capture it. That particular vantage
point is one of my favourites,” she said.

Lovell is a member of the Guelph
Photographers Guild and encourages people
of all skill levels, who are interested in
photography, to join. 

Brenda Lawlor of Cambridge is a self-
taught photographer with a passion for the
natural world, and her photo of a happy
squirrel took second place.

“I began my photographic journey six
years ago with a Nikon 3000, virtually no
technical knowledge, and a desire to capture
nature's beauty,” she said. The photo was
taken on a crisp November afternoon on the
Speed River trail. 

“I was attempting to capture blue jays and
cardinals and was offering sunflower seed as
payment. This young squirrel was an
uninvited guest to my party, so I offered him
his own portion of seed, off to the side,” she
said. “As I continued to photograph the
birds, I glanced over and saw the squirrel
happily feasting on the seed. Realizing this
was the shot, I quietly and steadily got closer
and closer and this was the end result.”

Two photographers whose images won
honourable mention prizes in this category
were Eric Bancroft for a photo of a heron
eating a fish and Dan Baskin’s winter image
of trees along the river.

Panorama category
An image of the Elora Quarry gave Ken

Borghese of Guelph first place in the

panorama category. Since retiring, he has
joined both the Guelph Photographers Guild
and the Guelph Wellington Seniors
Association’s Into Focus Photography Club. 

“There is no subject on which I focus my
hobby. I enjoy capturing photographs of
everything and learning more every time I
trip the shutter,” Borghese said.

His Elora Quarry photo was captured on a
busy summer afternoon. “My wife and I had
heard of the consistent popularity of Elora
Quarry Park and decided to see for
ourselves,” he said. “We were not
disappointed.”

Borghese shot from a vantage point where
much of the quarry was visible and created
the panorama by stitching 12 photographs
together.

Oakville resident Marc Cadranel captured
second place with his panorama of

Rockwood Park on a summer day. His photo
is on the back page of this newsletter.

“I particularly like (the photo) because, if
one looks carefully, there are a few canoes
that emphasize the imposing beauty of the
park,” he said.

Born in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, he spent nearly 20 years in South
Africa before immigrating to Canada in 1999
with his family. He and his family are avid
weekend day-trippers during the summer.

“The area around us is so beautiful, varied
and widespread that I suspect it will take us
a while yet to cover it all,” he said.

An honourable mention also went to a
photo by Sigrid Rhodes in the panorama
category for a photo of the pool at Byng
Island Park.

The winning photos and a selection of
contest entries may be viewed on Flickr:
www.flickr.com/grandriverconservation/

Elora Quarry
Ken Borghese

The category winners can be seen on these two pages, with the photo title and the
photographer noted in the corner of the image. Another winner is on the back page. 

Hiker at Shade’s Mills
By Sigrid Rhodes 
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By Ann Schletz 
GRCA Resource Interpreter

While I stood under the oyamel fir trees of
Mexico with monarchs floating all around
last January, I realized that this amazing
butterfly migration is at risk of disappearing
forever. 

It starts with a tiny egg laid on the bottom
of a milkweed leaf in many places in North
America, including the Grand River
watershed, and ends in Mexico after a
journey of over 4,000 km. 

Monarch butterflies leave Ontario in the
fall, and in two months they reach the
mountains of Michoacan, Mexico, where
millions gather to hibernate. 

I took a monarch adventure in January,
2016 to the mountain town of Angangueo, in
central Mexico. On Nov. 1 the insects pour
up the main street and come to rest to the
very trees that their ancestors occupied the
previous year. 

The locals believe that butterflies are the
souls of loved ones who have passed away —

because they arrive in this Mexican town on
the Day of the Dead. 

The largest and most famous of the
monarch sanctuaries, El Rosario, is in a
forest. The first monarchs our group came
upon were lying dead on the ground —
victims of predators. The black-backed
grosbeak, black-headed orioles and black-
eared mice have each devised an ingenious
method of dealing with the toxin found in
the monarchs.

It took a while for our group to realize that
the towering oyamel fir trees around us were
covered in butterflies. We saw trees with
drooping branches and somewhat fuzzy
bark. It took a closer look to see that entire
trees were covered with monarchs from top
to bottom.

Migration takes generations
The butterflies that leave Ontario in the

autumn don’t make the return journey
north. Instead, after their winter in Mexico,
they fly as far as Texas and lay eggs on newly

Monarchs, 
milkweed and Mexico

In Mexico, trees are covered with monarch
butterflies in early winter.

Photo by Ann Schletz
Monarch butterflies can’t survive without milkweed. They lay eggs on the leaves, which are then
eaten by the caterpillars. You can plant milkweed on your property to help monarchs as well as

other pollinators. This photo was submitted to the GRCA photo contest.

Photo by Katrina Musselman
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emerged milkweed. 
The third and fourth generations will

continue the journey back to Ontario.

Scientists study migration
Scientists are still trying to understand this

amazing migration. Recent research
indicates that the butterflies contain
magnetite — a magnetic mineral — that
attracts them to the volcanic belt of Mexico.

In Ontario, the monarch is a species of
special concern, meaning they may become
threatened or endangered due to a
combination of biological characteristics and
identified threats. It faces many challenges
during its migration, including lack of food
plants, climate change and illegal logging in
the forests of Mexico.

The World Wildlife Fund works with
farmers in Mexico to help stop illegal
logging in the mountains where the
monarchs hibernate. A grassroots movement
is creating nectar gardens and milkweed
nurseries along the migration route.

Climate change and lost habitat
Climate change disrupts the monarch’s

migration by changing weather patterns
along the route and in their wintering
grounds. The lack of food plants along the
migration route is likely the most difficult
challenge the monarchs face. 

Without milkweed for their young to feed
on and without nectar-rich plants during the
fall migration, the sight of a monarch
butterfly visiting summer flowers in your
Ontario garden may be a thing of the past.

If you are interested in helping this species
of special concern, consider planting a
milkweed patch in your yard and plant
nectar-rich native flowers like goldenrod to
provide fuel for the long journey south.

Tours of the monarch sanctuaries are
organized through the travel partner of WWF,
Natural Habitat Adventures. Tours can also be
arranged by individual travellers, if they are
travelling independently. 

By Janet Baine
GRCA Communications Specialist

D
r. Paul Karrow has made a 60year

career out of digging into the

ground beneath his feet to reveal the

history of sediment — information that helps

decision makers plan for the future.

This distinguished professor emeritus at
the University of Waterloo was among those
who received a 2016 Watershed Award from
the GRCA.

His career as a geologist began in his
undergraduate years when summer jobs
meant that he was taking airplanes to
different provinces, living in a tent and
learning to paddle a canoe. The outdoor life
was good for him and he loved it.

After six years employed as a geologist for
the Ontario government, Dr. Karrow took a
position in the civil engineering department
at the University of Waterloo. From there, he
developed the geology department that
became Earth and Environmental Sciences.

Understanding how water moves
With help from his students, Karrow

mapped the surface geology in much of the
Grand River watershed. Travelling by truck,
they stopped every kilometre or so to dig
into the ground. They were checking to see
whether the sediment at that location was
clay, sand, silt, gravel or other materials. In
this way, they characterized the array of
sediments that lie on top of the bedrock.
Karrow’s work as a sedimentary geologist
extended well beyond the Grand River to
other parts of Canada.

“Understanding the underlying geology in
a watershed is fundamental to understanding
and modelling how water flows through and
infiltrates into the landscape,” said Dwight
Boyd, the GRCA’s Director of Engineering,
who has a strong appreciation for the work
that Karrow has done.

In addition, he taught and mentored many
geology students. He also worked closely
with the geologist who recently updated the
surface geology and created 3D geology
mapping of the Waterloo moraine.

"His guidance and never-ending patience

T A K I N G  A C T I O N

Pioneering geologist 
Dr. Paul Karrow receives 2016 award

Monarch information
World Wildlife Fund
www.wwf.ca/conservation/species/

monarch_butterfly
Follow the migration as it happens and

participate in citizen science projects:
www.learner.org/jnorth/monarch

Pioneering geologist Dr. Paul Karrow holds the
tool that he used to find out what sediment
lays below the surface across the watershed.

Photo by Janet Baine

has enabled many students to build upon his
work," said his former student Cam Baker,
who was a manager at the Ontario
Geological Survey for many years and now
works at Matrix Solutions Inc.

During his career, Karrow has published
close to 300 peer-reviewed papers, books
and maps and inspired many of the staff at
the Ontario Geological Survey.

Although he retired in 1999, Karrow still
publishes papers and has several projects on
the go. Most days of the week he can be
found in his office at the University of
Waterloo.
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Volunteers from across the watershed joined the 117th Christmas Bird Count to help track
changing trends in bird species. Pictured here is Team Falcon,  led by Mike Cadman and Bryan

Wyatt, two extraordinary birders in Guelph. They are looking for birds by Guelph Lake Dam. This
event was hosted at the Guelph Lake Nature Centre in early January. About 25 kids participated. 

Photo by Denise Fell

Keeping cats
and birds safe
With the screech of tires, someone’s

family cat is lying dead on the road. 

A tragedy like this can strike at any
moment.

A national organization called Cats and
Birds is working to keep both cats and birds
safe. They are asking cat owners to keep
their pets inside or on a leash, and they have
a section of their website devoted to
information about this.

Concern for the declining bird
populations in Canada is a big impetus for
this program and Ontario Nature is a
partner. Guelph is one place where
volunteers are actively informing the public
about this issue. 

Cats kill between 100 million and 350
million birds per year in Canada, 38 per cent
of those by pet cats and the rest by feral cats,
according to Environment Canada. Many
bird species in the Grand River watershed
are in decline, and keeping cats away from
birds is an important act of stewardship.

The research identifies 115 of 468 species
that regularly occur in Canada are
vulnerable to cats because of their nesting or
feeding behaviour. Birds that rarely go to the
ground because they forage in trees were not
considered vulnerable.

There are more than 25,000 feral cats in
Norfolk County, south of Brantford,
according to an estimate by the humane
society, so these free-ranging cats are also a
serious problem for birds. 

For more information on how to keep
both cats and birds safe, see
www.catsandbirds.ca

Counting birds in winter

Winter is a great time for birding.

Photo by Dan Baskin

Results of Christmas Bird Count

More than a hundred volunteers

gathered to participate in the annual

Christmas Bird Count that is organized by

Bird Studies Canada.

Co-ordinators organized bird counts in
Brantford, Cambridge, Guelph, Kitchener
and Linwood.

“Bird counts such as this show trends that
are likely due to climate change and the
Emerald Ash Borer,” said GRCA ecologist
Tony Zammit, who led a group during the
Cambridge bird count.

Generally, birders found a record number
of bald eagles, woodpeckers, doves and
robins this year. 

Species that are on the decline included
the great horned owl and ruffed grouse. 

The Cambridge birders spotted long-eared
owls, a long-tailed duck and a fox sparrow.
These are special birds that are rarely seen in
Cambridge. 

Any time of the year, bird sitings can be
viewed and posted on www.ebird.org.

Great Backyard Bird count 
Feb. 17-20

The next national birding event is the

Great Backyard Bird Count that takes

place Feb. 17 to 20.

This is an annual four-day event that
engages birdwatchers of all ages across North
America in counting birds to create a 
real-time snapshot of trends in species.

Anyone can participate, from beginners to
experts. You can count for as little as 15
minutes on a single day, or for as long as you
like each day of the event. It's free, fun, and
easy — and it helps the birds. 

It's as simple as counting the birds at a
location near you, estimating how many
birds you saw of each species, and filling out
an online checklist on the Great Backyard
Bird Count website. As the count progresses,
you can visit the GBBC website to view
results and share photographs. 

More information about this and details
about how to join are available on
www.gbbc.birdcount.org.
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By Karen Buschert
Conservation Outreach Specialist

Did you know that one teaspoon of soil
contains up to one billion living things? 

They are part of a vast web of microscopic
life that keeps soil healthy. In fact, they all
live in only three to five per cent of the soil
that makes up the organic matter. 

Organic matter also includes the dead and
decomposing plants and animals that form
the basis of the soil food chain. High levels
of organic matter in soil contribute to
healthy plants. 

Hiding in that small teaspoon is an entire
ecosystem that is made up of:

Bacteria
These tiny organisms eat the dead and

decomposing organic matter in the soil and
help recycle the nutrients. They allow the
nutrients to be used over and over by living
plants and animals.

Fungi
Look in the soil for long, hair-like threads

that are often attached to plants. These fungi
can fill many different roles, depending on
the species. Some are joined to living plants.
Others are decomposers which feed on dead
and decaying plants and animals.

Fungi often form a symbiotic relationship
with plants and supply nutrients to plant
roots by mining the nearby soil for nutrients,
while plants convert the sun’s energy into
simple sugars that are fed to the fungi.

to dry up, preventing microbes from
thriving.

Understanding soil ecology and putting
that knowledge into practice will improve
the health of whatever plants you grow,
transforming that teaspoon of soil into
healthy food for you and your family.

How to harness billions of tiny
creatures to grow great food

Protozoa
These highly mobile micro-organisms

sometimes look like Pac-Man, hoovering up
nearby bacteria. They are active when soil is
moist and live in tiny wet pockets between
soil particles under the soil surface.

Nematodes
Some worms are so tiny that they are

invisible without a microscope. Depending
on the species, these nematodes feed on
fungi, bacteria and protozoa. Some are
beneficial, while others can be crop pests.

How to grow healthy food
This microscopic food chain provides an

important link to healthy plant growth. 
Whether you are a large-scale farmer or a

backyard gardener, the same principles of
healthy soil apply. The more diverse the
microscopic food chain, the more it can
nourish plants. 

Reducing disturbance to soil is one way
to keep it healthy. Till or turn it over as little
as possible to keep the microscopic
ecosystem intact. 

Keep soil covered, using mulch, dense
crop plantings or a cover crop is also
important. This reduces the chance of soil
washing away in heavy rain. Cover crops
feed the soil microbiology and help hold
moisture in the soil. Bare soil is more likely

Three to five per cent of the soil in a teaspoon is organic matter that contains a billion micro
organisms.

photo by Karen Buschert

A nemetode, shown here as seen under a
microscope, is a tiny worm.

D I D  Y O U  K N O W

Trees Workshop March 4

The Managing Trees on your Property

Workshop will answer questions

landowners have about trees and help

them to develop skills and strategies to

maintain and improve their trees. 

The free day-long event is on Saturday,
March 4, 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the GRCA
head office, 400 Clyde Rd., Cambridge. 

GRCA forestry staff, along with experts
from Pollination Guelph and other
agencies will speak about tree-related
topics. Local tree and restoration
companies will also exhibit products and
services. Funding information will also be
available.

For information and registration, visit
https://managingtrees.eventbrite.ca,
email ruralwater@grandriver.ca, or call
519-621-2763 x 2262.

Photo by Christine George 
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T H E  G R A N D  C A L E N D A R

This newsletter is produced several times a
year by the Grand River Conservation
Authority. 

More information:
Current and back issues as well as complete
subscription information is available online
at www.grandriver.ca/GrandActions. 

Submission deadlines: 
The 15th of February, April, June, August,
October and December. Submissions may
be edited for length or style. Photos and
event information is also welcome. We do
our best to publish items, but we are not
able to guarantee publication.

To subscribe by e-mail:
GrandActions-subscribe@grandriver.ca 

To subscribe by mail, change your
subscription or for information:
Janet Baine, Grand Actions editor
Phone: 519-621-2763, Ext. 2302
E-mail: jbaine@grandriver.ca
Mail: Box 729 
400 Clyde Road
Cambridge ON N1R 5W6

About Grand Actions:
A Ripple Effect: Guelph Civic
Museum, Jan. 28 to Sept. 10

A Ripple Effect examines Canadians’
relationship with fresh water by focusing on
the Thames, Speed, and Eramosa rivers.
Organized under the themes of work and
play, the exhibition explores the ways in
which we have used fresh water for domestic
and industrial pursuits. For more
information see www.guelphmuseums.ca

Heritage Day Workshop, 
Feb. 15 to 17

The Heritage Day Workshop is a three-
day gathering showcasing the Mississaugas
of the New Credit First Nation, their lands,
their waters and their people.

The GRCA’s Heritage Working Group is
marking its 20-year Heritage Day
anniversary through a unique partnership
with the Mississaugas of the New Credit
First Nation.

The three-day celebration will feature
more than 20 indigenous and non-
indigenous speakers. The gathering is being
held at the Mississaugas of the New Credit
First Nation community centre. Email
Historical.Gatheirng@outlook.com or call
905-768-0100 to reserve. Space is limited.

Pinehurst Lake Family Ice Fishing
Day, Feb. 20 

Try ice fishing 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Equipment
and bait will be available for new anglers,
but there is a limited supply. There are
prizes. A fishing licence is not needed for

Canadian residents, because it is licence-free
Family Fishing Weekend. There will be hikes
and other family activities. Ice fishing is
weather dependent. Call the parks at 519-
442-4721 to check conditions.

Guelph Lake Sled Dog Race,
Feb. 25-26 

Whether you are an experienced musher,
a novice or are simply interested in
experiencing the spectacle of sled dog
racing, check out the Guelph Lake Sled Dog
Race. The inaugural race is perfect for first
time spectators. For more Information,
check www.glsdr.ca. The price is $10 per
vehicle.

Order trees from the GRCA before
March 1

Landowners can order trees to be planted
on their own properties of 2.5 acres or more
(exclusive of buildings) from the GRCA
until March 1. Orders must be for 200
seedlings or 20 saplings or more. For more
information, or to arrange a visit to your
property, check www.grandriver.ca/trees,
email trees@grandriver.ca or call 519-621-
2763 and ask for a forestry specialist.

Campsite reservation system opens
March 1

The campsite reservation system begins
taking reservations for all Grand River Parks
online at www.grcacamping.ca or 1-877-
558-GRCA (4722). Online reservations for
Hillside Festival will be taken Feb. 28.

Photo by Marc Cadranel

This Rockwood Park photo won second place
in the panorama category in the GRCA photo

contest. Read more on page 3.


